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The SWU Energy GmbH is a power supply company which supplies the German 

cities Ulm, New-Ulm and neighborhood with power, natural gas, tele-heating and 

drinking water. Three years ago, SWU decided in favour of the concern-wide 

introduction of SAP R/3. In addition to the economically oriented functions of the 

SAP R/3 systems, the module-comprehensive requirements in the area of the 

document management and document archiving increasingly become the focus 

of attention. 

 

 

 

 

For the introduction of PM/CS it was looked for a simple possibility to allocate 

scanned documents to a SAP document info record. Through a formerly used 

self-developed application there already existed scanners at many workplaces, 

which should be further on used for the capture and add-on archiving. 

The SWU Energie GmbH made a find at the company inPuncto GmbH from 

Stuttgart which positions itself as leading provider of products and services in the 

SAP-PLM area. 

 

 

 

The  inPuncto biz²Scanner for SAP R/3 
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The now available ideal solution offers a problem-

free handling for the users 

The company belonging to the Jenoptik Group develops separate products as 

add-ons for SAP PLM. At end of the year 2001, the SWU Energy GmbH decided 

in favour of the application of biz²Scanner of the inPuncto GmbH within the SAP 

module PM/CS for the digital capture of application forms, layouts, 

correspondence etc. and add-on archiving. 
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With the biz²Scanner, documents can be directly scanned in the SAP GUI 

through any twain-able scanner and filed in the SAP-DMS. In addition to the 

completely problem-free installation and short lead time, the support of multipage 

tiff including the possibility to relocate the order of the pages and afterwards add 

or delete pages, is a special highlight. Without biz²Scanner, one firstly would have 

to save the file in the file system, then look for the file in the document info record 

and take it, which often poses a significant problem for fewer experienced PC 

user. The now available ideal solution offers a problem-free handling for the 

users.  

  

Your contact partner at SWU: Horst Bunz, SWU Stadtwerke Ulm/New-Ulm GmbH 

Karlstraße 1, 89073 Ulm, Germany horst.bunz@swu.de 

 

Your contact partner at inPuncto: Dr. Frank Marcial, Fabrikstr. 5, 73728 

Esslingen, Germany contact@inpuncto.com  

 

Learn more: Document capture with the Scanner-Software for SAP   

Scanning in SAP: directly to object 

 

 

 

Perfect compatibility with simple document scanners 
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